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(57) Abstract: A method, performed by a device, of providing a menu inter
face on a lock screen of the device, includes receiving a touch input on the
lock screen; displaying, on the lock screen, a first level of the menu interface,
the first level comprising a first plurality of menu items; receiving a first drag
input in a direction of a first menu item from among the first plurality of
menu items; and displaying, on the lock screen, a second level of the menu
interface, the second level comprising a second plurality of menu items based
on the direction of the first drag input.
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Description
Title of Invention: METHOD AND DEVICE FOR PROVIDING
MENU INTERFACE
Technical Field
[1]

Methods and apparatuses consistent with exemplary embodiments relate to a method
and device for providing a menu interface on a lock screen.

Background Art
[2]

Mobile terminals may be configured to perform a variety of diverse functions.
Examples of such diverse functions may include data and voice communications,
capturing a photo or a moving image (e.g., video) using a camera, storing voice data,
reproducing a music file through a speaker system, displaying an image or video, etc.

[3]

Some mobile terminals include additional functionality for executing games, and
other mobile terminals include additional functionality for being implemented as
multimedia devices. Moreover, with accelerated research and development in tech
nologies related to mobile terminals such as smart phones, diverse applications for
such mobile terminals are also being developed.

[4]

Therefore, there is a need to develop a system to allow a user to easily and quickly
access diverse specific applications on a lock screen of the mobile terminal (i.e., there
is a need to provide the ability for easily/quickly accessing different applications when

the mobile terminal is locked and thus displays a lock screen). Furthermore, mobile
terminals may be configured with a touch screen, and there is a need for a system for
preventing the lock screen from being unintentionally unlocked by a blind user.

Disclosure of Invention
Solution to Problem
[5]

One or more exemplary embodiments include a method and device for providing a
menu by displaying the menu on a lock screen, thereby increasing user accessibility to
a specific function provided by the device.

Advantageous Effects of Invention
[6]

According to an exemplary embodiment, a device may detect a user touch input with
respect to menus and sub menus displayed on a lock screen, which allows a user to
quickly access a specific function provided by the device.

[7]

According to an exemplary embodiment, the device may allow the user who is
unable to clearly view a screen (for example, the user is visually impaired or is in a
meeting) to unlock the lock screen through a touch input (for example, a drag input and
a double tap input) with respect to the lock screen and quickly access the specific
function provided by the device.

Brief Description of Drawings
[8]

The above and/or other aspects will become apparent and more readily appreciated
from the following description of the exemplary embodiments, taken in conjunction
with the accompanying drawings in which:

[9]

FIG. 1 is a diagram for explaining a device according to an exemplary embodiment;

[10]

FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a method in which a device provides a plurality of menus

according to an exemplary embodiment;
[11]

FIGS. 3A and 3B illustrate examples in which a device displays a plurality of menus
based on a touch input according to an exemplary embodiment;

[12]

FIG. 4 illustrates an example in which a device displays a plurality of sub menus

based on a drag input according to an exemplary embodiment;
[13]

FIGS. 5A and 5B illustrate examples in which a device performs a function corre
sponding to a sub menu according to an exemplary embodiment;

[14]

FIG. 6 is a flowchart of a method in which a device provides a second layer sub

menu corresponding to a first layer sub menu according to an exemplary embodiment;
[15]

FIGS. 7A and 7B illustrate examples in which a device displays second layer sub
menus according to an exemplary embodiment;

[16]

FIGS. 8A and 8B illustrate examples in which a device receives a third drag input in
the opposite direction to a direction of a second drag input according to an exemplary
embodiment;

[17]

FIGS. 9A and 9B illustrate examples in which a device displays sub menus based on
moving direction information according to an exemplary embodiment;

[18]

FIGS. 10A and 10B illustrate additional examples in which a device displays sub
menus based on moving direction information according to an exemplary embodiment;

[19]

FIG. 11 is a flowchart of a method in which a device provides a plurality of menus

according to another exemplary embodiment;
[20]

FIGS. 12A and 12B illustrate examples in which a device displays first layer sub
menus in a region (location) other than a selection region (location) according to an
exemplary embodiment;

[21]

FIGS. 13A and 13B illustrate examples of performing a function corresponding to a
sub menu according to an exemplary embodiment;

[22]

FIGS. 14A and 14B illustrate examples of displaying second layer sub menus corre
sponding to first layer sub menus according to an exemplary embodiment;

[23]

FIG. 15 is a flowchart of a method of setting a plurality of menus and sub menus

provided on a lock screen according to an exemplary embodiment;
[24]

FIGS. 16A and 16B illustrate examples of setting menus displayed on a lock screen
according to an exemplary embodiment;

[25]

FIGS. 17A and 17B illustrate examples of setting sub menus displayed on a lock

[26]

screen according to an exemplary embodiment;
FIG. 18 illustrates another example of setting sub menus displayed on a lock screen

according to an exemplary embodiment;
[27]

FIGS. 19A through 19C illustrate examples of a setting screen provided by a call ap

plication according to an exemplary embodiment;
[28]

FIGS. 20A through 20D illustrate examples in which a device provides a plurality of

menus, first layer sub menus, and second layer sub menus on a lock screen according
to an exemplary embodiment;
[29]

FIG. 2 1 is a flowchart of a method in which a device provides an editing mode with

respect to a plurality of menus displayed on a lock screen according to an exemplary
embodiment;
[30]

FIGS. 22A through 22C illustrate examples in which a device changes positions of a

plurality of menus based on a touch input with respect to a lock screen according to an
exemplary embodiment;
[31]

FIG. 23 is a block diagram of a device according to an exemplary embodiment; and

[32]

FIG. 24 is a block diagram of a device according to an exemplary embodiment.

Best Mode for Carrying out the Invention
[33]

According to an aspect of an exemplary embodiment, there is provided a method,
performed by a device, of providing a menu interface on a lock screen of the device,
including receiving an input on the lock screen; displaying, on the lock screen, a first
level of the menu interface, the first level comprising a first plurality of menu items;
receiving a first drag input in a direction of a first menu item from among the first
plurality of menu items; and displaying, on the lock screen, a second level of the menu
interface, the second level comprising a second plurality of menu items based on the
direction of the first drag input.

[34]

The method may further include: receiving a user selection with respect to a second

menu item from among the second plurality of menu items; and performing a function
corresponding to the second menu item.
[35]

The receiving of the user selection may include: receiving a second drag input in a

direction of the second menu item; and receiving a double tap input with respect to the
second menu item.
[36]

The performing of the function corresponding to the second menu item may include:

unlocking the lock screen.
[37]

The method may further include: receiving a second drag input in a direction of a

second menu item from among the second plurality of menu items; and displaying, on
the lock screen, a third level of the menu interface, the third level comprising a third

plurality of menu items based on the direction of the second drag input.
[38]

The displaying of the second level of the menu interface may include: displaying the

second plurality of menu items in a plurality of directions on the lock screen based on a
location on the lock screen of the received input.
[39]

The displaying of the second level of the menu interface may include: extracting,

from memory, the second plurality of menu items corresponding to the first menu item.
[40]

The displaying of the second level of the menu interface may include: displaying the

second plurality of menu items at a location on the lock screen that does not include a
moving path of the first drag input.
[41]

The first plurality of menu items may include a plurality of applications, and wherein

the second plurality of menu items includes a plurality of functions included in an ap

plication, from among the plurality of applications, corresponding to the first menu
item.
[42]

The first plurality of menu items may include a plurality of categories used to

classify a plurality of applications, wherein the second plurality of menu items includes
a list of applications, from among the plurality of applications, included in a category,
from among the plurality of categories, corresponding to the first menu item, and
wherein the third plurality of -menu items includes a list of functions included in an
application, from among the list of applications, corresponding to the second menu
item.
[43]

The performing of the function may include: executing an application corresponding
to the selected second menu item or performing a function included in the application.

[44]

The method may further include: setting the first plurality of menu items and a r e

spective second plurality of menu items corresponding to each of the set first plurality
of menu items.
[45]

According to an aspect of another exemplary embodiment, there is provided a
method, performed by a device, of providing a menu interface, the method including:
displaying, on a lock screen of the device, a first level of the menu interface, the first
level comprising a first plurality of menu items respectively displayed at a plurality of
locations on the lock screen; receiving an input at a first location from among the
plurality of locations; displaying, on the plurality of locations other than the first
location, a second level of the menu interface, the second level comprising a second
plurality of menu items included in a first menu item, from among the first plurality of
menu items, displayed at the first location; receiving a first drag input in a direction of
a second location from among the plurality of locations other than the first location;
and performing a function corresponding to a second menu item, from among the
second plurality of menu items, displayed at the second location.

[46]

The performing the function may include: unlocking the lock screen.

[47]

The performing the function may include displaying, on the plurality of locations

other than the second location, a third level of the menu interface, the third level
comprising a third plurality of menu items included in the second menu item displayed
at the second location, and the method may further include receiving a second drag
input in a direction of a third location of the lock screen on which a third menu item,
from among the third plurality of menu items, is displayed; and displaying, on the
plurality of locations other than the third location, a fourth level of the menu interface,
the fourth level comprising a fourth plurality of menu items included in the third menu
item.
[48]

The method may further include: setting the first plurality of menu items and a r e

spective second plurality of menu items corresponding to each of the set first plurality
of menu items.
[49]

The method may further include: receiving a touch input on the first location for

more than a first time; and setting, based on the received touch input, a mode of the
device to an editing mode for editing the first plurality of menu items respectively
displayed at the plurality of locations.
[50]

The setting of the mode of the device to the editing mode may include: changing a

position of the first menu item in response to dragging and dropping of the first menu
item displayed at the first location to another location on the lock screen.
[51]

The setting of the mode of the device to the editing mode may further include:

changing alignment positions of the first plurality of menu items, other than the first
menu item, in response to changing the position of the first menu item.
[52]

According to an aspect of another exemplary embodiment, there is provided a device
including: a user input unit configured to receive an input on a lock screen of the

device, and configured to receive a first drag input in a direction of a first menu item,
from among a first plurality of menu items; and a controller configured to control a
display to display, on the lock screen, a first level of a menu interface, the first level
comprising the first plurality of menu items based on the received input, and
configured to display, on the lock screen, a second level of the menu interface, the
second level comprising a second plurality of menu items based on the direction of the

first drag input.
[53]

The user input unit may be configured to receive a user selection with respect to a

second menu item from among the second plurality of menu items, and wherein the

controller is configured to perform a function corresponding to the second menu item.
[54]

The user input unit may be configured to receive (i) a second drag input in a direction

of the second menu item and (ii) a double tap input with respect to the second menu
item, and wherein the controller is configured to perform the function corresponding to

the second menu item based on the received double tap input.

[55]

The controller may be configured to unlock the lock screen as the function corre
sponding to the second menu item.

[56]

The user input unit may be configured to receive a second drag input in a direction of
a second menu item, from among the second plurality of menu items, and wherein the
controller is configured to control the display to display a third level of the menu
interface, the third level comprising a third plurality of menu items based on the
direction of the second drag input.

[57]

The controller may be configured to control the display to display the second
plurality of menu items in a plurality of directions on the lock screen based on a
location on the lock screen of the received input.

[58]

The controller may be configured to extract, from memory, the second plurality of
menu items corresponding to the first menu item.

[59]

The controller may be configured to control the display to display the second level of
the menu interface by displaying the second plurality of menu items at a location on
the lock screen that does not include a moving path of the first drag input.

[60]

The controller may be configured to execute an application corresponding to the
selected second menu item or perform a function included in the application.

[61]

The controller may be configured to set the first plurality of menu items and a re
spective second plurality of menu items corresponding to each of the set first plurality
of menu items.

[62]

According to an aspect of another exemplary embodiment, there is provided a device
including: a user input unit configured to receive an input at a first location from
among a plurality of locations included on a lock screen of the device and configured
to receive a first drag input in a direction of a second location from among the plurality
of locations other than the first locations; a display configured to display, on the lock
screen, a first level of a menu interface, the first level comprising a first plurality of
menu items respectively displayed at the plurality of locations on the lock screen, and
configured to display at the plurality of locations other than the first location, in
response to the received input, a second level of the menu interface, the second level
comprising a second plurality of menu items included in a first menu item, from
among the first plurality of menu items, displayed at the first location; and a controller
configured to perform, in response to the received first drag input, a function corre
sponding to a second menu item, from among the second plurality of menu items,
displayed at the second location.

[63]

The controller may be configured to unlock the lock screen as the function corre
sponding to the second menu item.

[64]

The controller may be configured to perform the function by displaying, on the
plurality of locations other than the second location, a third level of the menu interface,

the third level comprising a third plurality of menu items included in second menu item
displayed at the second location, the user input unit is configured to receive a second
drag input in a direction of a third location of the lock screen on which a third menu
item, from among the third plurality of menu items, is displayed, and the display is
configured to display, on the plurality of locations other than the third location, a
fourth level of the menu interface, the fourth level comprising a fourth plurality of
menu items included in the third menu item.
[65]

The controller may be configured to set the first plurality of menu items and a re
spective second plurality of menu items corresponding to each of the set first plurality
of menu items.

[66]

The user input unit may be configured to receive a touch input on the first location
for more than a first time, and wherein the controller is configured to set, based on the
received touch input, a mode of the device to an editing mode for editing the first
plurality of menu items respectively displayed at the plurality of locations.

[67]

The controller may be configured to change a position of the first menu item in
response to dragging and dropping of the first menu item displayed at the first location
to another region on the lock screen.

[68]

The controller may be configured to change alignment positions of the first plurality
of menu items, other than the first menu item, in response to changing the position of
the first menu item. According to an aspect of another exemplary embodiment, there is
provided a non-transitory computer-readable storage medium storing a computer
program for executing one or more of the above-noted methods.

[69]

According to an aspect of another exemplary embodiment, there is provided a device
including one or more processors configured to display, in response to receiving a
touch input on a lock screen of a device, a plurality of elements on the lock screen; and
display, in response to receiving a first drag input, a plurality of first-layer subelements corresponding to an element from among the plurality of elements on the
lock screen based on a direction of the first drag input.

[70]

The one or more processors may be further configured to: receive, in response to
displaying the plurality of first-layer sub-elements, a second drag input in a direction of
a first sub-element from among the plurality of first-layer sub-elements.

[71]

The one or more processors may be further configured to: execute, in response to
receiving the second drag input, a function corresponding to the first sub-element.

[72]

The one or more processors may be further configured to receive the touch input, the
first drag input, and the second drag input via a touch tool contacting the lock screen,
wherein the one or processors may be further configured to receive the touch input, the
first drag input, and the second drag input while the touch tool is in continuous contact
with the lock screen.

[73]

The one or more processors may be further configured to display, in response to
receiving the second drag input, a plurality of second-layer sub-elements corre
sponding to the first sub-element on the lock screen based on a direction of the second
drag input.

Mode for the Invention
[74]

All terms including descriptive or technical terms which are used herein should be
construed as having meanings that are obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art.
However, the terms may have different meanings according to an intention of one of
ordinary skill in the art, precedent cases, or the appearance of new technologies. Also,
some terms may be arbitrarily selected by the applicant, and in this case, the meaning
of the selected terms will be described in detail in the detailed description of the
exemplary embodiments. Thus, the terms used herein have to be defined based on the
meaning of the terms together with the description throughout the specification.

[75]

Also, when a part "includes" or "comprises" an element, unless there is a particular
description contrary thereto, the part may further include other elements, not excluding
the other elements. In the following description, terms such as "unit" and "module"
indicate a unit for processing at least one function or operation, wherein the unit and
the block may be embodied as hardware or software or may be embodied by
combining hardware and software.

[76]

Throughout the specification, the term "application" is a computer program set
devised to perform a specific task. The application described in the specification may
vary. For example, the application may include a call application, a message ap
plication, a social networking service (SNS) application, a game application, a moving
image reproduction application, a map application, a memo application, a broadcasting
application, an exercise support application, a payment application, a photo editing ap
plication, etc. but is not limited thereto.

[77]

One or more exemplary embodiments will now be described more fully with
reference to the accompanying drawings. However, the one or more exemplary em
bodiments may be embodied in many different forms, and should not be construed as
being limited to the exemplary embodiments set forth herein; rather, these exemplary
embodiments are provided so that this disclosure will be thorough and complete, and
will fully convey the concepts of this disclosure to those of ordinary skill in the art. In
the following description, well-known functions or constructions are not described in
detail since they would obscure the one or more exemplary embodiments with un
necessary detail, and like reference numerals in the drawings denote like or similar
elements throughout the specification.

[78]

As used herein, the term "and/or" includes any and all combinations of one or more

of the associated listed items. Expressions such as "at least one of," when preceding a
list of elements, modify the entire list of elements and do not modify the individual
elements of the list.
[79]

Throughout the specification, the term "lock-screen" indicates a software screen for
unlocking a device. When the device receives an appropriate user input for unlocking
the device displaying the lock-screen, the device may be unlocked.

[80]

FIG. 1 is a diagram for explaining a device 100 according to an exemplary em

bodiment.
[81]

The device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may be a display apparatus
that provides a lock screen. The device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment
may include a touch screen.

[82]

According to an exemplary embodiment, various sensors may be provided in or near
the touch screen to detect a user touch input on the touch screen. For example, a tactile
sensor may be provided to detect the user touch input. The tactile sensor detects a
contact of a specific object at least as sensitively as a person can detect similar contact.
The tactile sensor may detect various types of information such as the roughness of a
contact surface, the hardness of the contact object, the temperature of a contact point,
or the like.

[83]

Another example of a sensor to detect the touch input on the touch screen is a
proximity sensor. The proximity sensor is a sensor for detecting an object which is ap
proaching a predetermined detection surface or a neighboring object by using the
strength of an electromagnetic field or an infrared light. Examples of the proximity
sensor include a transmission-type photoelectric sensor, a direct reflection-type photo
electric sensor, a mirror reflection-type photoelectric sensor, a high-frequency o s
cillation proximity sensor, an electrostatic capacity-type proximity sensor, a magnetictype proximity sensor, and an infrared proximity sensor.

[84]

Throughout the specification, the "touch input" or "user touch input" is a user gesture
on the touch screen performed to control the device 100, etc. For example, touches
described in the specification may include a tap/tapping, a touch & hold/touching and
holding, a double-tap/double tapping, a drag/dragging, panning, a flick/flicking, a
drag-and-drop/dragging and dropping, a pinch/pinching, a swipe/swiping, etc.

[85]

"Tapping" is a user's motion of touching a screen by using a finger or a touch tool
such as an electronic pen and then instantly lifting the finger or touch tool from the
screen without moving the finger or touch tool. That is, a time difference between a
touch-in time when the finger or the touch tool touches on the screen and a touch-out
time when the finger or the touch tool is lifted from the screen is shorter than or equal
to, for example, 1 second.

[86]

"Touching & holding" is a user's motion of touching a screen by using a finger or a

touch tool such as an electronic pen and then maintaining the above touching motion
for a critical time (e.g., 2 seconds) or longer, after touching the screen. That is, a time
difference between a touch-in time and a touch-out time is greater than or equal to the
critical time, for example, 2 seconds. When a touch input lasts more than the critical
time, in order to inform the user whether the touch input is tapping or touching &
holding, a feedback signal may be provided in a visual, acoustic, or tactile manner. The
critical time may vary according to exemplary embodiments.
[87]

"Double tapping" is a user's motion of touching the screen twice by using the finger
or touch tool (such as a stylus pen). That is, double tapping is a user's motion of
tapping the screen twice with a predetermined time in between the taps.

[88]

"Dragging" is a user's motion of touching the screen by using the finger or touch tool
and moving the finger or touch tool to another position on the screen while maintaining
contact with the screen. The dragging motion may enable the moving or panning
motion of an object.

[89]

"Panning" is a user's motion of performing a dragging motion without selecting an
object. Since no object is selected in the panning motion, no object is moved in a page
but the page itself is moved on the screen or a group of objects may be moved within a
page.

[90]

"Flicking" is a user's motion of performing a dragging or panning motion at a critical
speed or more, for example, 100 pixels/s, by using the finger or touch tool. The
dragging (panning) motion or the flicking motion may be distinguished based on
whether the moving speed of the finger or touch tool is over the critical speed, for
example, 100 pixels/s, or not.

[91]

"Dragging & Dropping" is a user's motion of dragging an object to a predetermined
position on the screen by using the finger or touch tool and then dropping the object at
that position.

[92]

"Pinching" is a user's motion of moving two fingers touching the screen. The
pinching motion is a gesture to magnify (open pinch) or contract (close pinch) an
object or a page depending on the direction of movement of the two fingers. A m agni
fication value or a contraction value is determined according to the distance between
the two fingers.

[93]

"Swiping" is a user's motion of touching an object on the screen by using the finger
or touch tool and simultaneously moving the object horizontally or vertically by a pre
determined distance. A swiping motion in a diagonal direction may not be recognized
as a swiping event.

[94]

The device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may display at least one
menu 10 on the lock screen. Throughout the specification, the "menu 10" refers to an
item that is displayed on the lock screen and may be selected by the user. The menu 10

according to an exemplary embodiment may be expressed as a simple symbol, text, an
icon, etc., but is not limited thereto.
[95]

The device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may display a lower layer
menu based on a user input. For example, the device 100 according to an exemplary
embodiment may display at least one sub menu 20 corresponding to a certain element
included in the menu 10 on the lock screen according to a user drag input. The lower
layer menu will be expressed as the sub menu 20 for convenience of description below.

[96]

Meanwhile, the sub menu 20 may have a hierarchical structure. Thus, for con
venience of description, a first-layer sub-menu will be described as a layer menu
higher than a second-layer sub-menu, and the second-layer sub-menu will be described
as a layer menu higher than a third-layer sub-menu below.

[97]

For convenience of description, a plurality of elements included in the menu 10 will
be expressed as a plurality of menus, a first element among the plurality of elements
will be expressed as a first menu, a first-layer sub-menu will be expressed as a first
layer sub menu, a plurality of sub-elements included in the first-layer sub-menu will be
expressed as a plurality of first layer sub menus, and one sub-element among the
plurality of sub-elements will be expressed as a first sub-menu below.

[98]

The device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may be implemented in
various forms. For example, the device 100 described in the specification may include
a cellular phone, a smart phone, a laptop computer, a tablet personal computer (PC), an
e-book terminal, a digital broadcasting terminal, a personal digital assistant (PDA), a
portable multimedia player (PMP), a navigation device, an MP3 player, etc. but the
device 100 is not limited thereto.

[99]

A method of providing a menu on the lock screen performed by the device 100
according to an exemplary embodiment will be described in detail with reference to
FIG. 2 below.

[100]

FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a method in which the device 100 provides a plurality of
menus according to an exemplary embodiment.

[101]

In operation S210, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may
receive a user touch input with respect to a lock screen (i.e., the device 100 receives a
user touch input while the device 100 displays a lock screen). For example, when a
user touches a predetermined region (e.g., location) of the lock screen by using a touch
tool (for example, a finger or an electronic pen), the device 100 according to an
exemplary embodiment may detect a touch position on the lock screen, a touch holding
time, a type of the touch input, etc.

[102]

In operation S220, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may
display the plurality of menus within a predetermined distance from a region in which
the touch input is received. For example, the device 100 according to an exemplary

embodiment may display the plurality of menus around a region in which the touch
input is detected when the device 100 detects that the touch input touching the lock
screen with the touch tool for more than a predetermined time (for example, for more
than 2 seconds).
[103]

The plurality of menus according to an exemplary embodiment may be a list of a
plurality of applications or may be a list of categories/groups used to classify the
plurality of applications but is not limited thereto. The categories/groups may include a
communication category/group, a social network service (SNS) category/group, a
media category/group, a notifications category/group, and a games category/group but
the categories/groups are not limited thereto.

[104]

The device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may display the plurality of
menus in a plurality of previously determined directions with respect to the region (i.e.,
a location) in which the touch input is received. For example, when the plurality of
previously determined directions are north, south, east, and west, the device 100 may
display the menus in four directions of north, south, east, and west with respect to the
region in which the touch input is received. When the plurality of previously d e
termined directions are north, northeast, south, southeast, east, southwest, west, and
northwest, the device may display the menus in eight directions with respect to the
region in which the touch input is received. The plurality of previously determined d i
rections may be changed by the user, the device 100, or an external server.

[105]

Meanwhile, according to an exemplary embodiment, the plurality of menus displayed
on the lock screen may be previously determined menus by the user, the device 100, or
the external server. The plurality of menus displayed on the lock screen may be
changed by a user setting. For example, the user may change the number of menus,
types of menus, etc. This will be described in more detailed with reference to FIGS. 15
through 19C below.

[106]

In operation S230, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may

receive a first drag input that is dragging the touch tool in a direction in which a first
menu is displayed, from among the plurality of menus, while maintaining the contact
of the touch tool with the screen. In the exemplary embodiment, a drag input may be
expressed as a swipe input, a flick input, etc.
[107]

The device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may extract one or more
previously determined first layer sub menus corresponding to the first menu from a
memory according to the first drag input. In this regard, according to an exemplary em
bodiment, a moving distance of the first drag input may not be limited.

[108]

For example, when the user slightly drags the touch tool in the direction in which the
first menu is displayed while maintaining the contact of the touch tool with the screen,
the device 100 may extract the first layer sub menus corresponding to the first menu

from the memory. That is, according to an exemplary embodiment, the user may not
need to exactly drag the touch tool to a region (location) on which the first menu is
displayed while maintaining the contact of the touch tool with the screen. Instead, the
user may simply drag the touch tool towards the first menu which the user desires to
select without fully dragging the touch tool within the region on which the first menu
is displayed.

[109]

In operation S240, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may

display the one or more first layer sub menus corresponding to the first menu within a
predetermined distance from the region on which the first menu is displayed. For
example, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may display the one
or more first layer sub menus corresponding to the first menu around the first menu
based on the first drag input.
[110]

The device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may display the one or more
first layer sub menus around the first menu in consideration of the moving direction in
formation of the first drag input. For example, the device 100 according to an
exemplary embodiment may display the one or more first layer sub menus on a region
that does not include a moving path of the first drag input, from among a plurality of
regions. That is, when the user drags the touch tool in an upper direction in which the
first menu is displayed while maintaining contact of the touch tool with the screen, the
device 100 may display the first layer sub menus on or near a region on which the first
menu is displayed but not a lower part of the region through which the user dragged
the touch tool.

[Ill]

According to an exemplary embodiment, when the plurality of menus includes the
categories used to classify the plurality of applications, the first layer sub menus may
include a list of one or more applications included in the categories.

[112]

According to an exemplary embodiment, when the plurality of menus includes a list
of the plurality of applications, the one or more first layer sub menus may include a list
of functions of those applications.

[113]

The device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may receive a user selection
with respect to a first sub menu from among the one or more first layer sub menus. For
example, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may receive a second
drag input that is dragging the touch tool in a direction in which the first sub menu is
displayed from a point where the first drag input ends while maintaining contact of the
touch tool with the screen. The device 100 may receive a double tap input with respect
to the first sub menu. That is, the user may select the first sub menu by double tapping

a region on which the first sub menu is displayed after dragging the touch tool (for
example, a finger or an electronic pen) in the direction in which the first sub menu is
displayed.

[114]

The device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may perform a function cor
responding to the first sub menu when the device 100 receives the user selection with
respect to the first sub menu. For example, when the user double taps the region on
which the first sub menu is displayed after dragging the touch tool (for example, the
finger or the electronic pen) in the direction in which the first sub menu is displayed,
the device 100 may provide an application corresponding to the first sub menu, one
function included in the application, or at least one piece of content included in the ap
plication. In this regard, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may
unlock the lock screen and display an application execution window on an unlocked
screen.

[115]

The "content" refers to digital information provided over a wired/wireless commu
nication network throughout the specification. The content according to an exemplary
embodiment may include moving image content (for example, TV program videos,
video on demand (VOD), user created content (UCC), music video, Youtube videos,
etc.), still image content (for example, photos, pictures, etc.), text content (for example,
e-books including poetry, novels, etc., letters, working files, web pages, etc.), music
content (for example, music, musical programs, radio broadcasting, etc.), but is not
limited thereto.

[116]

According to an exemplary embodiment, even if the user does not set a lock pattern,
the user may unlock the lock screen according to a predetermined touch input and
quickly execute a predetermined application. When the user is visually impaired or
cannot clearly view a screen, the user may quickly approach the predetermined ap
plication or predetermined content through a touch input with respect to the lock
screen. A plurality of menus and sub menus displayed on the lock screen will now be
described in more detail with reference to FIGS. 3A through 5B below.

[117]

FIGS. 3A and 3B illustrate examples of the device 100 that displays a plurality of
menus based on a touch input according to an exemplary embodiment.

[118]

Referring to FIG. 3A, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may
receive the touch input of a user with respect to a lock screen (e.g., the user touch input
is received while the device 100 is locked and is displaying a lock screen). The device
100 according to an exemplary embodiment may obtain information regarding a region

300 in which the touch input is received.
[119]

Referring to FIG. 3B, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may
display the plurality of menus within a predetermined distance from the region 300 in
which the touch input is received based on the touch input. For example, the device
100 may respectively display first through fourth menus in north, south, east, and west

directions with respect to the region 300 in which the touch input is received. Thus,
according to an exemplary embodiment, the user may acknowledge or be made aware

of the plurality of menus accessible on the lock screen.
[120]

FIG. 4 illustrates an example of the device 100 that displays a plurality of sub menus

based on a drag input according to an exemplary embodiment.
[121]

Referring to FIG. 4, a user may drag the touch tool in a direction (for example, a west
direction) in which a third menu is displayed from among the plurality of menus while
maintaining contact of the touch tool with the screen.

[122]

In this regard, the device 100 may detect a first drag input of the user. The device
100 may display sub menus corresponding to the third menu around the third menu in

a moving direction of the first drag input. The device 100 according to an exemplary
embodiment may display the sub menus corresponding to the third menu on a region
excluding a part that includes a moving path of the first drag input.
[123]

For example, the device 100 may display a first sub menu 3-1, a second sub menu
3-2, and a third sub menu 3-3 corresponding to the third menu on a north region 410, a

west region 420, and a south region 430 other than an east region 440 present in the
opposite direction (an east direction) to the moving direction (a west direction) of the
first drag input.
[124]

Therefore, according to an exemplary embodiment, the user may acknowledge or be
made aware of the plurality of sub menus accessible on the lock screen in a drag input
direction.

[125]

FIGS. 5A and 5B illustrate examples in which the device 100 performs a function

corresponding to the first sub menu 3-1 according to an exemplary embodiment. A
case in which a user selects the third sub menu 3-3 corresponding to the third menu
will now be described with reference to FIGS. 5A and 5B.
[126]

Referring to FIG. 5A, according to an exemplary embodiment, the device 100 may
receive a second drag input that is dragging of the touch tool in a direction in which the
first sub menu 3-1 corresponding to the third menu is displayed from a point where a
first drag input ends while maintaining contact of the touch tool with the screen. The
device 100 may receive a user input that double taps a region on which the first sub
menu 3-1 corresponding to the third menu is displayed.

[127]

In this regard, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may determine

that a user selects the first sub menu 3-1 based on moving direction information of the
second drag input when the device 100 receives a double tap input. Thus, the user
according to an exemplary embodiment may select the first sub menu 3-1 even if the
user does not exactly double tap the region on which the first sub menu 3-1 is
displayed.
[128]

Referring to FIG. 5B, the device 100 may perform the function corresponding to the
first sub menu 3-1 according to the double tap input of the user. For example, when the
first sub menu 3-1 is a game application, the device 100 may execute the game ap-

plication. When the first sub menu 3-1 is a photo folder, the device 100 may display
photo content included in the photo folder.
[129]

Although the double tap input that involves tapping a screen twice is an example of a
touch input that selects a sub menu in FIGS. 5A and 5B, the double tap input may
include an input of tapping the screen more than three times according to exemplary
embodiments.

[130]

According to an exemplary embodiment, the user may unlock the lock screen
through two drag inputs and the double tap input to allow the device 100 to quickly
perform a specific application or function. Moreover, when the user does not view a
screen or is visually impaired, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment
may allow the user to easily access a specific menu, function, or application through a
touch input of a predetermined pattern.

[131]

FIG. 6 is a flowchart of a method in which the device 100 provides a second layer
sub menu corresponding to a first layer sub menu according to an exemplary em

bodiment.
[132]

Referring to operation S240 of FIG. 2, the device 100 may display one or more first
layer sub menus corresponding to a first menu within a predetermined distance from a
region on which the first menu is displayed in consideration of moving direction

in

formation of a first drag input.
[133]

In operation S610, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may

receive a second drag input that is dragging of the touch tool in a direction in which a
first sub menu is displayed from among the one or more first layer sub menus from a
point where the first drag input ends while maintaining contact of the touch tool with
the screen.
[134]

In operation S620, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may

display one or more second layer sub menus corresponding to a first sub menu within a
predetermined distance from a region on which the first sub menu is displayed
according to the second drag input.
[135]

The device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may display the one or more
second layer sub menus around the first sub menus based at least in part on moving
direction information of the second drag input. For example, the device 100 may
display sub menus corresponding to a third menu around the third menu in a moving
direction of the first drag input. That is, the device 100 according to an exemplary em
bodiment may display the one or more second layer sub menus on a region excluding a
part that includes a moving path of the second drag input.

[136]

The second layer sub menus may be lower layer menus than the first layer sub
menus. For example, when the first layer sub menus are applications, the second layer
sub menus may be functions provided by the applications. When the first layer sub

menus are folders, the second layer sub menus may be lower folders within the folder
hierarchy.
[137]

Meanwhile, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may extract one
or more previously determined second layer sub menus corresponding to the first sub
menu from a memory according to the second drag input. In this regard, according to
an exemplary embodiment, a moving distance of the second drag input may not be
limited. For example, when a user slightly drags the touch tool in the direction in
which the first sub menu is displayed while maintaining contact of the touch tool with
the screen, the device 100 may extract the second layer sub menus corresponding to a
first sub menu from the memory. That is, according to an exemplary embodiment, the
user may not need to exactly drag the touch tool to the region on which the first sub
menu is displayed while maintaining contact of the touch tool with the screen.

[138]

Therefore, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may efficiently
provide a menu on a small screen. For example, although the first sub menu is
displayed on an edge part, the user may select one of the second layer sub menus by
slightly moving a touch tool towards the edge part where the first sub menu is
displayed without necessarily moving the touch tool on the edge part.

[139]

The device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may be useful to visually
impaired people that may not be able to clearly view the screen. For example, visually
impaired users may be unable to clearly view the menu displayed on the screen, and
thus they may have difficulties in dragging the touch tool to a corresponding position.
However, according to an exemplary embodiment, the user may select a corresponding
menu by dragging the touch tool in a direction in which the corresponding menu is
displayed, and thus the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may allow
visually impaired persons to easily access a specific menu.

[140]

An example in which the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment hierar
chically displays sub menus in a drag input direction will now be described with
reference to FIGS. 7A through 10B below.

[141]

FIGS. 7A and 7B illustrate examples in which the device 100 displays second layer
sub menus according to an exemplary embodiment.

[142]

Referring to FIG. 7A, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may
receive a second drag input that is dragging the touch tool in a direction (for example,
a north direction) in which a 3-1 sub menu is displayed while maintaining contact of
the touch tool with the screen after receiving a first drag input that is dragging the
touch tool in a direction of a third menu. In this regard, the device 100 may display
second layer sub menus corresponding to the 3-1 sub menu around the 3-1 sub menu in
a moving direction of the second drag input.

[143]

For example, the device 100 may display a 3-1-1 sub menu and a 3-1-2 sub menu

corresponding to the 3-1 sub menu on a north region 710 and a west region 720 other
than a south region 730 present in the opposite direction (a south direction) to the
moving direction (a north direction) of the second drag input. A second menu is
displayed on an east region 740 of the 3-1 sub menu, and thus the device 100 may not
display the second layer sub menus corresponding to the 3-1 sub menu on the east
region 740.
[144]

Referring to FIG. 7B, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may
receive a third drag input that is dragging the touch tool in a direction in which the
3-1-2 sub menu corresponding to the 3-1 sub menu is displayed from a point where the
second drag input ends while maintaining contact of the touch tool with the screen.
The device 100 may receive a double tap user input on or around the region where the
3-1-2 sub menu is displayed on the lock screen.

[145]

The device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may determine that a user
selects the 3-1-2 sub menu based on moving direction information of the third drag

input and receipt of the double tap input. That is, the user according to an exemplary
embodiment may select the 3-1-2 sub menu even if the user does not exactly double
tap the west region 720 on which the 3-1-2 sub menu is displayed.
[146]

The device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may unlock the lock screen
according to the double tap input of the user and perform a function corresponding to
the 3-1-2 sub menu.

[147]

Meanwhile, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may display third
layer sub menus corresponding to the 3-1-2 sub menu around the 3-1-2 sub menu
according to the third drag input. In this regard, the device 100 may display the third
layer sub menus on the north region 710 and a further west region of the 3-1-2 sub
menu in consideration of a moving direction (a west direction) of the third drag input.

[148]

FIGS. 8A and 8B illustrate examples in which the device 100 receives a third drag

input in the opposite direction to a direction of a second drag input according to an
exemplary embodiment.
[149]

Referring to FIG. 8A, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may
receive the second drag input that is dragging the tough tool in a direction (for
example, a north direction) in which a 3-1 sub menu is displayed while maintaining
contact of the touch tool with the screen after receiving a first drag input that is
dragging of the touch tool in a direction of a third menu. In this regard, the device 100
may display second layer sub menus (for example, a 3-1-1 sub menu and a 3-1-2 sub
menu) corresponding to the 3-1 sub menu around the 3-1 sub menu in a moving
direction (for example, the north direction) of the second drag input.

[150]

Referring to FIG. 8B, the device 100 may receive the third drag input that is dragging
of the touch tool in the opposite direction (for example, a south direction) to the

moving direction of the second drag input while maintaining contact of the touch tool
with the screen after receiving the second drag input.
[151]

The device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may no longer display the
second layer sub menus (for example, the 3-1-1 sub menu and the 3-1-2 sub menu)
corresponding to the 3-1 sub menu on a lock screen based on the third drag input.

[152]

If the user drags the touch tool in a direction in which a 3-3 sub menu is displayed,
the device 100 may display the second layer sub menus (for example, a 3-3-1 sub
menu and the 3-3-2 sub menu) corresponding to the 3-3 sub menu on a south region
and a west region of a region on which the 3-3 sub menu is displayed.

[153]

FIGS. 9A and 9B illustrate examples in which the device 100 displays sub menus
based on moving direction information according to an exemplary embodiment.

[154]

Referring to FIG. 9A, when the device 100 receives a touch input with respect to a
lock screen (®), the device 100 may display a plurality of menus. In this regard, the
plurality of menus may include categories used to classify a plurality of applications.
For example, the plurality of menus may include a communication menu, a SNS
("social") menu, a media menu, and a game menu.

[155]

When the device 100 receives a first drag input that is dragging of a touch tool in a
direction (a west direction) in which the "game" menu from among the plurality of
menus is displayed while maintaining contact (©) of the touch tool with respect to the
lock screen, the device 100 may display first layer sub menus corresponding to the
"game" menu. For example, the device 100 may display the first layer sub menus on a
west region, a north region, and a south region of the menu "game" in a moving
direction (the west direction) of the first drag input. The first layer sub menus corre
sponding to the "game" menu may be types of game applications. The device 100
according to an exemplary embodiment may display a "BB game" menu on the west
region of the "game" menu, an "AA game" menu on the north region, and a "CC
game" menu on the south region as the first layer sub menus.

[156]

When the device 100 receives a second drag input that is dragging of the touch tool
in a direction (a north direction) in which "AA game" is displayed from a point where
the first drag input ends while maintaining contact of the touch tool (®) with the
screen, the device 100 may display second layer sub menus corresponding to "AA
game". For example, the device 100 may display second layer sub menus on a north
region and a west region of "AA game" in a moving direction (the north direction) of
the second drag input. The second layer sub menus corresponding to "AA game" may
be types of functions supported by the "AA game" application. The device 100
according to an exemplary embodiment may display a "game start" menu on the north
region of the "AA game" menu and a "setting" menu on the west region as the second
layer sub menus.

[157]

When the device 100 receives a third drag input that is dragging of the touch tool in a
direction (the north direction) in which the "game start" menu is displayed from a point
where the second drag input ends while maintaining contact of the touch tool (©) with
the screen, and receives a double tap input (©), the device 100 may perform a function
corresponding to the "game start" menu.

[158]

Referring to FIG. 9B, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may
unlock the lock screen and provide a start screen of "AA game".

[159]

FIGS. 10A and 10B illustrate further examples in which the device 100 displays sub

menus based on moving direction information according to an exemplary embodiment.
[160]

Referring to FIG. 10A, when the device 100 receives the touch input with respect to
the lock screen (®), the device 100 may display a plurality of menus around the touch
input. In this regard, the plurality of menus may include a list of a plurality of ap
plications. For example, the plurality of menus may include a call application, a
message application, a music play application, a SNS application, etc. The plurality of
menus according to an exemplary embodiment may be displayed as images indicating
the plurality of applications.

[161]

When the device 100 receives a first drag input that is dragging of a touch tool in a
direction (a north direction) in which the "call application" from among the plurality of
menus is displayed while maintaining contact (©)of the touch tool with respect to the
lock screen, the device 100 may display sub menus corresponding to the "call ap
plication". The device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may display the sub
menus corresponding to the "call application" in a moving direction (the north
direction) of the first drag input. The sub menus corresponding to the "call application"
may be functions supported by the "call application". For example, the device 100 may
display a "favorites" menu on a north region with respect to the "call application", a
"recent calls" menu on a west region, and a "phone number list" ("people") menu on
an east region.

[162]

When the device 100 receives a second drag input that is dragging of the touch tool
in a direction (a west direction) in which the "recent calls" menu is displayed from a
point where the first drag input ends while maintaining contact of the touch tool (®)
with the screen, and receives a double tap input (©) on or around the region where the
"recent calls" menu is displayed, the device 100 may perform a function corresponding
to the "recent calls".

[163]

Referring to FIG. 10B, the device 100 may unlock the lock screen and provide a
recent call list on a screen.

[164]

Meanwhile, according to an exemplary embodiment, when the device 100 receives
the second drag input that is dragging of the touch tool in the direction (the west
direction) in which the "recent calls" menu is displayed from a point where the first

drag input ends while contact of the touch tool with the screen is maintained, the
device 100 may display sub menus corresponding to the "recent calls" menu around
the "recent calls". For example, the other party's information (for example, Kevin,
Mom, etc.) included in the recent call list may be displayed around the "recent calls".
In this regard, when the user double taps a region on which Kevin is displayed after
dragging a touch tool to the region, the device 100 may unlock the lock screen and
attempt to initiate a call to Kevin.
[165]

According to an exemplary embodiment, the device 100 may hierarchically display
sub menus in a drag input direction. A method in which the device 100 according to an
exemplary embodiment provides a plurality of menus on a lock screen according to
another exemplary embodiment will be described in more detail with reference to FIG.
11 below.

[166]

FIG. 11 is a flowchart of a method in which the device 100 provides a plurality of
menus according to another exemplary embodiment.

[167]

In operation S I 1 10, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may
display the plurality of menus on a plurality of regions included in a lock screen. For
example, when power is input into a display, the device 100 may provide the plurality
of menus on the lock screen. The plurality of menus according to an exemplary em
bodiment may be a list of a plurality of applications or a category list used to classify
the plurality of applications but is not limited thereto.

[168]

In operation S I 120, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may
receive a touch input of a user with respect to a first region from among a plurality of
regions. In this case, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may
extract information regarding one or more first layer sub menus corresponding to a
first menu displayed on the first region from a memory.

[169]

In operation S I 130, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may
display the one or more first layer sub menus corresponding to the first menu on the
plurality of regions other than the first region. For example, when the plurality of
regions are split into four regions (for example, the first region, a second region, a third
region, and a fourth region), the device 100 may display the first layer sub menus cor
responding to the first menu on the second through fourth regions rather than on the
first region.

[170]

In operation S I 140, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may
receive a first drag input that is dragging of a touch tool to the second region from
among the plurality of regions while maintaining contact of the touch tool with the
screen after receiving the touch input with respect to the first region in operation
S I 120. In this regard, according to an exemplary embodiment, a moving distance of
the first drag input may not be limited.

[171]

For example, even if the user does not exactly drag the touch tool to the second
region, when the user drags the touch tool in a direction of the second region (i.e.,
towards the second region), the device 100 may determine that the first layer sub
menus displayed on the second region are selected.

[172]

In operation S I 150, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may

perform functions corresponding to the first layer sub menus displayed on the second
region.
[173]

For example, when the user lifts a touch tool from a screen after the first drag input,
the device 100 may perform the functions corresponding to the first layer sub menus
displayed on the second region. The device 100 according to an exemplary em
bodiment may unlock the lock screen at a touch-out time when the user lifts the touch
tool from the screen.

[174]

Meanwhile, according to another exemplary embodiment, the device 100 may
receive a second drag input that is dragging of the touch tool in the third region on
which a first sub menu from among one or more first layer sub menus is displayed
from a point where the first drag input ends while maintaining contact of the touch tool
with the screen. In this regard, the device 100 may display one or more second layer
sub menus corresponding to the first sub menu on the plurality of regions other than

the third region.
[175]

An example in which the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment
displays menus and sub menus on a lock screen will be described in detail below.

[176]

FIGS. 12A and 12B illustrate examples in which the device 100 displays first layer
sub menus on a region other than a selection region according to an exemplary em

bodiment.
[177]

Referring to FIG. 12A, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may
display a plurality of menus (for example, first through fourth menus) on a plurality of
regions (for example, a first region 1210, a second region 1220, a third region 1230,
and a fourth region 1240) included in a lock screen. The device 100 may receive a
touch input with respect to the third region 1230 on which the third menu is displayed.

[178]

In this case, referring to FIG. 12B, the device 100 according to an exemplary e m

bodiment may display sub menus corresponding to the third menu on the plurality of
regions 1200 other than the third region 1230 on which the third menu is displayed.
For example, the device 100 may display a 3-1 sub menu on the first region 1210 on
which the first menu was displayed, a 3-2 sub menu on the second region 1220 on
which the second menu was displayed, and a 3-3 sub menu on the fourth region 1240
on which the fourth menu was displayed. Therefore, according to an exemplary e m
bodiment, a user may hierarchically acknowledge or be made aware of the plurality of
menus accessible on the lock screen.

[179]

Meanwhile, the lock screen is split into four regions in FIG. 12A or 12B but is not
limited thereto. For example, the lock screen may be split into six or eight regions.

[180]

FIGS. 13A and 13B illustrate examples of performing a function corresponding to a
sub menu according to an exemplary embodiment. A case in which a user performs a

function corresponding to a 3-2 sub menu will now be described with reference to
FIGS. 13A and 13B.
[181]

Referring to FIG. 13 A, the device 100 may receive a first drag input that is dragging
of a touch tool in a direction in which the 3-2 sub menu is displayed while maintaining
contact of the touch tool with respect to a third region on a screen of the device 100.
The device 100 may detect a touch-out time when a user lifts a finger from the screen.

[182]

Referring to FIG. 13B, the device 100 may unlock a lock screen at the touch-out
time. The device 100 may perform the function corresponding to the 3-2 sub menu at
the touch-out time.

[183]

For example, when the 3-2 sub menu is a game application, the device 100 may
execute the game application. When the 3-2 sub menu is a photo folder, the device 100
may display photo content included in the photo folder.

[184]

FIGS. 14A and 14B illustrate examples of displaying second layer sub menus corre
sponding to first layer sub menus according to an exemplary embodiment.

[185]

Referring to FIG. 14A, the device 100 may receive a first drag input that is dragging
of a touch tool in a direction of a second region 1420 on which a 3-2 sub menu is
displayed while maintaining contact of the touch tool with respect to a third region
1430 on a screen of the device 100.

[186]

Referring to FIG. 14B, when the device 100 maintains contact of the touch tool with
respect to the second region 1420 after the first drag input, the device 100 may display
the second layer sub menus corresponding to the 3-2 sub menu on a plurality of
regions 1400 other than the second region 1420.

[187]

For example, the device 100 may display a 3-2-1 sub menu on a first region 1410,
display a 3-2-2 sub menu on the third region 1430, and display a 3-2-3 sub menu on a
fourth region 1440.

[188]

Meanwhile, the device 100 may receive a second drag input that is dragging of the
touch tool in a direction of the third region 1430 on which the 3-2-2 sub menu is
displayed from a point where the first drag input ends while maintaining contact of the
touch tool with the screen. In this case, the device 100 may display third layer sub
menus corresponding to the 3-2-2 sub menu on the first region 1410, the second region
1420, and the fourth region 1440 other than the third region 1430 (not shown).

[189]

A method in which the device 100 sets a plurality of menus displayed on a lock
screen and sub menus corresponding to each of the plurality of menus will now be
described in detail with reference to FIG. 15 below.

[190]

FIG. 15 is a flowchart of a method of setting a plurality of menus and sub menus

provided on a lock screen according to an exemplary embodiment.
[191]

In operation S1510, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may

provide a menu setting window that may be used to set menus on the lock screen. The
menu setting window according to an exemplary embodiment may be in the form of a
graphical user interface (GUI).
[192]

In operation S I 520, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may

receive menu selection information through the menu setting window. For example,
the device 100 may receive a selection of a menu displayed on each of a plurality of
regions included in the lock screen from a user. For example, the device 100 may
receive a selection of a list of a plurality of applications as the plurality of menus and a
selection of a list of categories used to classify the plurality of applications. As
discussed earlier, the categories may include a communication category, a social
network service (SNS) category, a media category, a notifications category, and a
games category but the categories are not limited thereto.
[193]

In operation S1530, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may

receive sub menu selection information corresponding to a selected menu.
[194]

For example, according to an exemplary embodiment, when the selected menu is a
category, the device 100 may receive a selection of at least one application included in
the category as sub menus corresponding to the selected menu. When the selected
menu is an application, the device 100 may receive a selection of one or more
functions of the application as the sub menus corresponding to the selected menu.

[195]

An example in which the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment sets a
plurality of menus and sub menus will now be described in detail with reference to
FIGS. 16A through 19C below.

[196]

FIGS. 16A and 16B illustrate examples of setting menus displayed on a lock screen
according to an exemplary embodiment.

[197]

Referring to FIG. 16A, the device 100 may provide a lock screen setting window that
may be used to set a layout of the lock screen in environment settings of the device
100. For example, when a user selects an easy mode on the lock screen setting

window, the device 100 may provide a menu setting window 1600 that may be used to
select the menus displayed on the lock screen.
[198]

The device 100 may display a plurality of regions included in the lock screen and a
region that may be used to select the menus through the menu setting window 1600.
For example, the device 100 may display first through fourth regions 1610, 1620,
1630, and 1640 included in the lock screen. In this regard, the device 100 may display

previously selected menus on the first through third regions 1610, 1620, and 1630. The
device 100 may display an icon (for example, +) that may be used to add a menu on

the fourth region 1640 in which no menu is selected. In this case, the user may add the
menu by touching the icon (for example, +) displayed on the fourth region 1640.
[199]

Referring to FIG. 16B, when the device 100 receives a touch input with respect to the
icon (for example, +) displayed on the fourth region 1640, the device 100 may provide
an input window that may be used to input a category name displayed on the fourth
region 1640. The device 100 may receive an input of the category name (for example,
communication) .

[200]

FIGS. 17A-17B and 18 illustrate examples of setting sub menus displayed on a lock
screen according to exemplary embodiments.

[201]

Referring to FIG. 17A, when a menu (for example, communication) is selected, the
device 100 may provide a sub menu selection window 1700 that may be used to select
one or more sub menus corresponding to the selected menu. In this regard, the sub
menus may be selected with respect to first through third regions 1710, 1720, and 1730
other than a fourth region 1740 on which the selected menu is displayed, from among a
plurality of regions 1710, 1720, 1730, and 1740. For example, a user may select sub
menus that are to be displayed on the first through third regions 1710, 1720, and 1730.

[202]

Referring to FIG. 17B, according to an exemplary embodiment, when the device 100
receives a touch input with respect to an additional icon (for example, +) displayed on
the second region 1720, the device 100 may provide a list of applications (for example,
Call, SMS, Kakao Talk, Skype, etc.) that may be selected as sub menus.

[203]

When the user selects a message application (for example, SMS) from among the list
of applications, the device 100 may set the message application as a sub menu
displayed on the second region 1720.

[204]

Referring to FIG. 18, the device 100 may set a "call application", a "message ap
plication", and a "TALK application" as sub menus corresponding to a communication
menu based on a user selection. In this regard, a position on which each sub menu is
displayed may be determined based on the user selection. For example, the commu
nication menu is displayed on a fourth region 1840, the sub menus (for example, the
"call application", the "message application", and the "TALK application") may be set
to be displayed on first through third regions 1810, 1820, and 1830 other than the
fourth region 1840, respectively.

[205]

FIGS. 19A through 19C illustrate examples of a setting screen provided by a call ap
plication according to an exemplary embodiment.

[206]

Referring to FIG. 19A, the device 100 may execute the call application. The device
100 may receive a user selection with respect to a "call setting" button 1910 that may

be used to set a function of the call application.
[207]

Referring to FIG. 19B, the device 100 may display a list of items that may be op
tionally set by a user in relation to the call application in response to a selection of the

"call setting" button 1910. In this regard, the device 100 may receive a selection of a
"lock screen setting" item 1920.
]

Referring to FIG. 19C, the device 100 may provide a setting window 1930 that may
be used to set the call application as one of a plurality of menus displayed on the lock
screen in response to a selection of the "lock screen setting" item 1920. In this regard,
the device 100 may display a region (for example, a first region 1901 and a second
region 1902) including one or more previously set menus. A user may select one of a
third region 1903 and a fourth region 1904 which do not include a previously set
menu. For example, when the user selects the fourth region 1904, the device 100 may
display the call application on the fourth region 1904 from among a plurality of regions
on the lock screen.

]

FIGS. 20A through 20D illustrate examples in which the device 100 provides a
plurality of menus, first layer sub menus, and second layer sub menus on a lock screen
according to an exemplary embodiment.

]

Referring to FIG. 20A, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may
display the plurality of menus on a lock screen. For example, the device 100 may
display first through seventh menus on the lock screen. A user may scroll through the
plurality of menus displayed on the lock screen by moving a touch tool (for example, a
finger or an electronic pen) in upper and lower directions while touching the touch tool
on the lock screen. In this regard, the device 100 may provide a feedback signal
regarding boundaries of the plurality of menus. The feedback signal may include at
least one of a video signal, an audio signal, and a vibration signal.

]

For example, when the user drags a first menu upward after touching the first menu,
the device 100 may provide the vibration signal in a boundary between the first menu
and a second menu, a boundary between the second menu and a third menu, a
boundary between the third menu and a fourth menu, etc. The user may determine that
a menu that is touched is changed based on the feedback signal.

]

The device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may receive a touch input
with respect to a third menu 2010 from among the plurality of menus.

]

Referring to FIG. 20B, the device 100 displays one or more first layer sub menus
corresponding to the third menu 2010 according to the touch input with respect to the
third menu 2010. For example, the device 100 may display a 3-1 sub menu 2020, a 3-2
sub menu, a 3-3 sub menu, a 3-4 sub menu, a 3-5 sub menu, a 3-6 sub menu, and a 3-7
sub menu.

]

The device 100 may receive a first drag input that is dragging of the touch tool in a
direction in which the 3-1 sub menu 2020 is displayed while maintaining contact of the
touch tool with the screen after receiving the touch input with respect to the third menu
2010. In this regard, the user may scroll through a plurality of sub menus corre-

sponding to the third menu 2010 by moving the touch tool in upper and lower d i
rections while maintaining contact of the touch tool. In this regard, the device 100 may
provide the feedback signal regarding boundaries of the plurality of sub menus.
[215]

Referring to FIG. 20C, the device 100 may display one or more second layer sub
menus corresponding to the 3-1 sub menu 2020 based on the first drag input. For
example, the device 100 may display a 3-1-1 sub menu, a 3-1-2 sub menu 2030, a
3-1-3 sub menu, a 3-1-4 sub menu, a 3-1-5 sub menu, a 3-1-6 sub menu, and a 3-1-7
sub menu.

[216]

According to an exemplary embodiment, the device 100 may receive a second drag
input that is dragging of the touch tool in a direction in which the 3-1-2 sub menu 2030
is displayed while maintaining contact of the touch tool with the screen after receiving

the first drag input in the direction in which the 3-1 sub menu 2020 is displayed. In this
regard, the device 100 may determine that the user selects the 3-1-2 sub menu 2030 at
a touch-out time.
[217]

According to another exemplary embodiment, when the user double taps a region on
which the 3-1-2 sub menu 2030 is displayed after dragging the touch tool in the
direction in which the 3-1-2 sub menu 2030 is displayed while maintaining contact of
the touch tool, the device 100 may determine that the user selects the 3-1-2 sub menu
2030.

[218]

Referring to FIG. 20D, the device 100 may perform a function corresponding to the
3-1-2 sub menu 2030 based on the second drag input or a double tap input. For
example, the device 100 may unlock the lock screen and execute an application corre
sponding to the 3-1-2 sub menu 2030.

[219]

FIG. 2 1 is a flowchart of a method in which the device 100 provides an editing mode

with respect to a plurality of menus displayed on a lock screen according to an
exemplary embodiment.
[220]

In operation S21 10, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may
receive a touch input touching a first region from among a plurality of regions included
in the lock screen (of the device 100) with the touch tool for more than a prede
termined time (for example, for more than 3 seconds).

[221]

In operation S2120, the device 100 may set a mode of the device 100 to the editing
mode that may be used to edit the plurality of menus displayed on the plurality of
regions based on the touch input with the touch tool contacting the first region for
more than the predetermined time (for example, for more than 3 seconds).

[222]

According to an exemplary embodiment, the editing may include a user deleting
menus displayed on the first region, moving positions of the menus displayed on the
first region, and changing names of the menus displayed on the first region.

[223]

In operation S2130, the device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may

change a position of a first menu displayed on the first region since the first menu is
dragged and dropped. The device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may
change alignment positions of the plurality of menus since the position of the first
menu is changed. For example, since the position of the first menu is changed,
alignment positions of second through fourth menus may be changed. This will be
described in more detail with reference to FIGS. 22A through 22C below.
[224]

FIGS. 22A through 22C illustrate examples in which the device 100 changes
positions of a plurality of menus based on a touch input with respect to a lock screen
according to an exemplary embodiment.

[225]

Referring to FIG. 22A, the device 100 may display the plurality of menus (for
example, first through fourth menus) on a plurality of regions (e.g., first region 2210,
second region 2220, third region 2230, and fourth region 2240) on the lock screen. The
device 100 may detect a touch input via the touch tool with respect to the second menu
displayed on the second region 2220 or the second region 2220 for more than a prede
termined time (for example, for more than 3 seconds) . In response, the device 100
may provide an editing mode that may be used to move the second menu.

[226]

Referring to FIG. 22B, when a user drags the touch tool in a fourth region 2240 on
which the fourth menu is displayed while maintaining contact of the touch tool with
the screen, the device 100 may move the second menu to the fourth region 2240 based
on a user drag input.

[227]

Referring to FIG. 22C, since the second menu moves to the fourth region 2240, the
device 100 may move the third menu to the second region 2220 and the fourth menu to
a third region 2230.

[228]

According to another exemplary embodiment, since the second menu moves to the
fourth region 2240, the device 100 may move the fourth menu to the second region
2220.

[229]

FIGS. 23 and 24 are block diagrams of the device 100 according to exemplary e m
bodiments.

[230]

Referring to FIG. 23, the device 100 may include a user input unit 110, a display unit
(i.e., a display) 121, and a control unit (i.e., a controller or a processor) 130. However,
the device 100 may be implemented with more or less elements than the elements of
FIG. 23.

[231]

For example, referring to FIG. 24, the device 100 according to an exemplary em
bodiment may further include an output unit 120, a sensing unit 140, a communication
unit 150, an audio/video (A/V) input unit 160, and a memory 170, in addition to the
user input unit 110, the display 121 (included in the output unit 120), and the controller
130.

[232]

The above elements will now be described below.

[233]

The user input unit 110 may be a unit by which the user inputs data so as to control
the device 100. For example, the user input unit 110 may include a key pad, a dome
switch, a touch pad (a touch capacitive type touch pad, a pressure resistive type touch
pad, an infrared beam sensing type touch pad, a surface acoustic wave type touch pad,
an integral strain gauge type touch pad, a Piezo effect type touch pad, or the like), a jog
wheel, and a jog switch, but is not limited thereto.

[234]

The user input unit 110 may receive a user touch input with respect to a lock screen,
and receive a first drag input that is dragging of the touch tool in a direction in which a
first menu is displayed from among a plurality of menus while maintaining contact of
the touch tool with the screen. The user input unit 110 may receive a selection of a user
with respect to a first sub menu from among one or more first layer sub menus.

[235]

The user input unit 110 may receive a second drag input that is dragging of the touch
tool in a direction in which the first sub menu is displayed from a point where the first
drag input ends while maintaining contact of the touch tool with the screen and a
double tap input with respect to the first sub menu.

[236]

The user input unit 110 may receive a second drag input that is dragging of the touch
tool in the direction in which the first sub menu is displayed from among the one or
more first layer sub menus from the point where the first drag input ends while
maintaining contact of the touch tool with the screen.

[237]

The user input unit 110 may receive a user touch input with respect to a first region
from among a plurality of regions included in the lock screen, and receive a first drag
input that is dragging of the touch tool in a second region from among the plurality of
regions while maintaining contact of the touch tool with the screen after receiving the
user touch input with respect to the first region. The user input unit 110 may receive a
second drag input that is dragging of the touch tool in a third region on which the first
sub menu from among the one or more first layer sub menus from a point where the

first drag input ends while maintaining contact of the touch tool with the screen after
receiving the first drag input.
[238]

The user input unit 110 may receive a touch input touching the first region from
among the plurality of regions with the touch tool for more than a predetermined time
with respect to the first region. According to exemplary embodiments, the touch input
that is maintained for more than the predetermined time with respect to the first region
may be expressed as a touch input that is maintained for more than a predetermined
time with respect to a menu displayed on the first region.

[239]

The output unit 120 may function to output an audio signal, a video signal, or a
vibration signal and may include a display 121, a sound output unit 122, a vibration
motor 123, etc.

[240]

The display 121 displays and outputs information that is processed in the device 100.

For example, the display 121 may display the plurality of menus or a plurality of sub
menus on the lock screen.
[241]

The display 121 may display the plurality of menus within a predetermined distance
from a region in which the touch input is received according to the touch input. The
display 121 may display the one or more first layer sub menus corresponding to the
first menu within a predetermined distance from a region on which the first menu is
displayed based at least in part on the moving direction information of the first drag
input.

[242]

The display 121 may display one or more second layer sub menus corresponding to
the first sub menu within a predetermined distance from a region on which the first sub
menu is displayed based at least in part on the moving direction information of the
second drag input. The display 121 may display the one or more first layer sub menus
on a region that does not include a moving path of the first drag input from among the
plurality of regions.

[243]

The display 121 may display the plurality of menus on the plurality of regions and
display the one or more first layer sub menus corresponding to the first menu on the
plurality regions other than the first region according to a user touch input with respect
to the first region. The display 121 may display the one or more second layer sub
menus corresponding to the first sub menu on the plurality regions other than the third
region where the first sub menu is displayed.

[244]

When the display 121 and a touch pad form a layer structure and then are formed as a
touch screen, the display 121 may be used as both an output device and input device.
The display 121 may include at least one of a liquid crystal display (LCD), a thin film
transistor-liquid crystal display (TFT-LCD), an organic light-emitting diode (OLED)
display, a flexible display, a 3D display, and an electrophoretic display. Also,
according to a type of the device 100, the device 100 may include two or more displays
121. In this regard, the two or more displays 121 may face each other by using a hinge.

[245]

The sound output unit 122 may output audio data that is received from the commu
nication unit 110 or is stored in the memory 170. The sound output unit 122 may also
output a sound signal (e.g., a call signal receiving sound, a message receiving sound, a
notification sound, etc.) related to functions performed by the device 100. The sound
output unit 122 may include a speaker, a buzzer, etc.

[246]

The vibration motor 123 may output a vibration signal. For example, the vibration
motor 123 may output the vibration signal that corresponds to an output of the audio
data (e.g., the call signal receiving sound, the message receiving sound, etc.) or video
data. Also, when a touch is input to the touch screen, the vibration motor 123 may
output a vibration signal.

[247]

The controller 130 may generally control all operations of the device 100. That is, the

controller 130 may execute programs stored in the memory 170 and accordingly may
control the user input unit 110, the output unit 120 including the display 121, the
controller 130, the sensing unit 140, the communication unit 150, the A/V input unit
160, and the memory 170, etc.

[248]

The controller 130 may extract one or more previously determined first layer sub
menus corresponding to the first menu. The controller 130 may perform a function cor
responding to the first sub menu selected from the one or more first layer sub menus.
For example, the controller 130 may perform the function corresponding to the first
sub menu according to the double tap input. In this regard, the controller 130 may
unlock the lock screen in response to the double tap input. The controller 130 may
execute an application corresponding to the selected first sub menu or perform a
function included in the application.

[249]

The controller 130 may set the plurality of menus and sub menus corresponding to
each of the plurality of menus. The controller 130 may perform functions corre
sponding to the first layer sub menus displayed on the second region according to the
first drag input. For example, the controller 130 may execute an application displayed
on the second region or perform a predetermined function of the application at a touchout time.

[250]

The controller 130 may be switched to an editing mode that may be used to edit the
plurality of menus displayed on the plurality of regions based on a touch input
touching the lock screen with the touch tool for more than a predetermined time. For
example, the controller 130 may change a position of the first menu since the first
menu displayed on the first region is dragged and dropped. The controller 130 may
change alignment positions of the plurality of menus since the position of the first
menu is changed.

[251]

The sensing unit 140 may detect a state of the device 100 or a state of the periphery
of the device 100 and transfer detected information to the controller 130.

[252]

The sensing unit 140 may include at least one of a magnetic sensor 141, an a c
celeration sensor 142, a temperature/humidity sensor 143, an infrared ray sensor 144, a
gyro sensor 145, a positioning sensor (for example, a global positioning system (GPS)
146, an atmospheric pressure sensor 147, a proximity sensor 148, and an RGB

(illumination) sensor 149, but is not limited thereto. One of ordinary skill in the art
may intuitively infer a function of each sensor from its title, and thus a detailed d e
scription thereof is omitted here.
[253]

The communication unit 150 may include one or more elements for allowing com
munication between the device 100 and an external device or between the device 100
and a server. For example, the communication unit 150 may include a short-range
wireless communication unit 151, a mobile communication unit 152, and a

broadcasting receiving unit 153.
[254]

The short-range wireless communication unit 151 may include a Bluetooth commu
nication unit, a Bluetooth low energy (BLE) communication unit, a near field commu
nication unit, a wireless LAN (Wi-Fi) communication unit, a ZigBee communication
unit, an infrared data association (IrDA) communication unit, a Wi-Fi Direct (WFD)
communication unit, a ultra wideband (UWB) communication unit, an Ant+ comm u
nication unit, etc., but is not limited thereto.

[255]

The mobile communication unit 152 transmits and receives a wireless signal with at
least one of a base station, an external terminal, a server, etc. over a mobile comm u
nication network. In this regard, the wireless signal may include a voice call signal, a
conference call signal, or diverse types of data according to transmission and reception
of text/multimedia messages.

[256]

The broadcasting receiving unit 153 receives a broadcasting signal and/or in
formation relating to broadcasting from the outside over a broadcasting channel. The
broadcasting channel may include a satellite channel and a terrestrial channel. In
certain exemplary embodiments, the device 100 may not include the broadcasting
receiving unit 153.

[257]

The A/V input unit 160 is used to input an audio signal or a video signal and may
include a camera 161 and a microphone 162. The camera 161 may obtain an image
frame such as a still image or a moving image through an image sensor in a conference
call mode or a photographing mode. An image captured by the image sensor may be
processed by the controller 130 or an image processing unit (not shown).

[258]

The image frame processed by the camera 161 may be stored in the memory 170 or
may be transmitted to the outside through the communication unit 150. Two or more
cameras 161 may be included according to a configuration type of the device 100.

[259]

The microphone 162 receives an external sound signal and processes the external
sound signal as electrical voice data. For example, the microphone 162 may receive the
external sound signal from the external device or a speaker. The microphone 162 may
use diverse noise removal algorithms for removing noise that occurs when receiving
the external sound signal.

[260]

The memory 170 may store a program to process and to control the controller 130, or
may store a plurality of pieces of data (for example, a plurality of menus, a plurality of
first layer sub menus corresponding to each of the plurality of menus, a plurality of
second layer sub menus corresponding to each of the plurality of first layer sub menus,
etc.) that are input/output.

[261]

The memory 170 may include at least one storage medium from among a flash
memory-type storage medium, a hard disk-type storage medium, a multimedia card
micro-type storage medium, card-type memories (e.g., an SD card, an XD memory,

etc.), Random Access Memory (RAM), Static Random Access Memory (SRAM),
Read-Only Memory (ROM), Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory
(EEPROM), Programmable Read-Only Memory (PROM) magnetic memory, a
magnetic disc, and an optical disc. The device 100 may operate web storage or a cloud
server that performs a storing function of the memory 170 via the Internet.
[262]

The programs stored in the memory 170 may be classified into a plurality of modules
according to their functions, for example, into a UI module 171, a touch screen module
172, a notification module 173, etc.

[263]

The UI module 171 may provide a UI or GUI which are synchronized with the
device 100 and specialized according to applications. The touch screen module 172
may detect a user touch gesture on the touch screen and may transmit information
regarding the touch gesture to the controller 130. The touch screen module 172
according to an exemplary embodiment may recognize and analyze a touch code. The
touch screen module 172 may be configured as separate hardware including a
controller.

[264]

As discussed above, various sensors may be provided in or near the touch screen to
detect a user touch input on the touch screen. For example, a tactile sensor may be
provided to detect the user touch input. The tactile sensor detects a contact of a specific
object at least as sensitively as a person can detect similar contact. The tactile sensor
may detect various types of information such as the roughness of a contact surface, the
hardness of the contact object, the temperature of a contact point, or the like.

[265]

Further, as discussed above, another example of a sensor to detect the touch input on
the touch screen is a proximity sensor. The proximity sensor is a sensor for detecting
an object which is approaching a predetermined detection surface or a neighboring
object by using the strength of an electromagnetic field or an infrared light. Examples
of the proximity sensor include a transmission-type photoelectric sensor, a direct r e
flection-type photoelectric sensor, a mirror reflection-type photoelectric sensor, a highfrequency oscillation proximity sensor, an electrostatic capacity-type proximity sensor,
a magnetic-type proximity sensor, and an infrared proximity sensor.

[266]

The notification module 173 may generate a signal for notifying an occurrence of an
event of the device 100. Examples of the event that occurs in the device 100 may
include a call signal reception, a message reception, a key signal input, a schedule noti
fication, etc. The notification module 173 may output a notification signal in a video
signal form through the display 121, in an audio signal form through the sound output
unit 122, and in a vibration signal form through the vibration motor 123.

[267]

The notification module 173 according to an exemplary embodiment may provide a
feedback signal regarding boundaries of the plurality of menus. The feedback signal
may include at least one of the video signal, the audio signal, and the vibration signal.

For example, when the user drags a first menu upward after touching the first menu,
the device may provide the vibration signal in a boundary between the first menu and a
second menu, in a boundary between the second menu and a third menu, in a boundary
between the third menu and a fourth menu, etc. The user may determine that a touched
menu is changed based on the feedback signal.
[268]

As described above, a device 100 according to the one or more of the above

exemplary embodiments may detect a user touch input with respect to menus and sub
menus displayed on a lock screen, which allows a user to quickly access a specific
function provided by the device 100.
[269]

The device 100 according to an exemplary embodiment may allow the user who is
unable to clearly view a screen (for example, the user is visually impaired or is in a
meeting) to unlock the lock screen through a touch input (for example, a drag input and
a double tap input) with respect to the lock screen and quickly access the specific
function provided by the device 100.

[270]

One or more exemplary embodiments can also be implemented through computerreadable code/instructions in/on a medium, e.g., a computer-readable medium, to
control at least one processing element to implement any above-described exemplary
embodiment. The medium can correspond to any medium/media permitting the storage
and/or transmission of the computer-readable code.

[271]

The computer-readable code can be recorded/transferred on a medium in a variety of
ways, with examples of the medium including recording media, such as magnetic
storage media (e.g., ROM, floppy disks, hard disks, etc.) and optical recording media
(e.g., CD-ROMs or DVDs), and transmission media such as Internet transmission
media. Thus, the medium may be a defined and measurable structure including or
carrying a signal or information, such as a device carrying a bitstream according to one
or more exemplary embodiments. The media may also be a distributed network, so that
the computer-readable code is stored/transferred and executed in a distributed fashion.
Furthermore, the processing element could include a processor or a computer
processor, and processing elements may be distributed and/or included in a single
device.

[272]

It should be understood that the exemplary embodiments described herein should be
considered in a descriptive sense only and not for purposes of limitation. Descriptions
of features or aspects within each exemplary embodiment should typically be
considered as available for other similar features or aspects in other exemplary em
bodiments.

[273]

While one or more exemplary embodiments have been described with reference to
the figures, it will be understood by those of ordinary skill in the art that various
changes in form and details may be made therein without departing from the spirit and

scope as defined by the following claims.
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Claims
A method, performed by a device, of providing a menu interface on a
lock screen of the device, the method comprising:
receiving a touch input on the lock screen;
displaying, on the lock screen, a first level of the menu interface in
response to the touch input, the first level comprising a first plurality of
menu items;
receiving a first drag input in a direction of a first menu item from
among the first plurality of menu items; and
displaying, on the lock screen, a second level of the menu interface, the
second level comprising a second plurality of menu items based on the
direction of the first drag input.
The method of claim 1, further comprising:
receiving a user selection with respect to a second menu item from
among the second plurality of menu items; and
performing a function corresponding to the second menu item.
The method of claim 2, wherein the receiving of the user selection
comprises:
receiving a second drag input in a direction of the second menu item;
and
receiving a double tap input with respect to the second menu item.
The method of claim 2, wherein the performing of the function corre
sponding to the second menu item comprises unlocking the lock screen.
The method of claim 1, further comprising:
receiving a second drag input in a direction of a second menu item from
among the second plurality of menu items; and
displaying, on the lock screen, a third level of the menu interface, the
third level comprising a third plurality of menu items based on the
direction of the second drag input.
The method of claim 1, wherein the displaying of the second level of
the menu interface comprises:
displaying the second plurality of menu items in a plurality of d i
rections on the lock screen based on a location on the lock screen of the
received touch input.
The method of claim 1, wherein the displaying of the second level of
the menu interface comprises:
displaying the second plurality of menu items in a plurality of di-
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rections on the lock screen based on a location on the lock screen of the
received touch input.
[Claim 8]

The method of claim 1, wherein the displaying of the second level of
the menu interface comprises:
displaying the second plurality of menu items at a location on the lock
screen that does not include a moving path of the first drag input.

[Claim 9]

The method of claim 1, wherein the first plurality of menu items
includes a plurality of applications, and
wherein the second plurality of menu items includes a plurality of
functions included in an application, from among the plurality of ap
plications, corresponding to the first menu item.

[Claim 10]

The method of claim 5, wherein the first plurality of menu items
includes a plurality of categories used to classify a plurality of ap
plications,
wherein the second plurality of menu items includes a list of ap
plications, from among the plurality of applications, included in a
category, from among the plurality of categories, corresponding to the
first menu item, and
wherein the third plurality of -menu items includes a list of functions
included in an application, from among the list of applications, corre
sponding to the second menu item.

[Claim 11]

The method of claim 2, wherein the performing of the function
comprises:
executing an application corresponding to the selected second menu
item or performing a function included in the application.

[Claim 12]

The method of claim 1, further comprising:
setting the first plurality of menu items and a respective second
plurality of menu items corresponding to each of the set first plurality
of menu items.

[Claim 13]

A method, performed by a device, of providing a menu interface, the
method comprising:
displaying, on a lock screen of the device, a first level of the menu
interface, the first level comprising a first plurality of menu items re
spectively displayed at a plurality of locations on the lock screen;
receiving a touch input at a first location from among the plurality of
locations;
displaying, on the plurality of locations other than the first location, a
second level of the menu interface in response to the touch input, the
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second level comprising a second plurality of menu items included in a

first menu item, from among the first plurality of menu items, displayed
at the first location;

receiving a first drag input in a direction of a second location from
among the plurality of locations other than the first location; and

performing a function corresponding to a second menu item, from
among the second plurality of menu items, displayed at the second
location.

[Claim 14]

A device comprising:
a user input unit configured to receive a touch input on a lock screen of
the device, and configured to receive a first drag input in a direction of

a first menu item, from among a first plurality of menu items; and
a controller configured to control a display to display, on the lock
screen, a first level of a menu interface, the first level comprising the

first plurality of menu items based on the touch input, and control the
display to display, on the lock screen, a second level of the menu

interface, the second level comprising a second plurality of menu items

based on the direction of the first drag input.
[Claim 15]

A device comprising:
a user input unit configured to receive a touch input at a first location
from among a plurality of locations included on a lock screen of the
device, and receive a first drag input in a direction of a second location

from among the plurality of locations other than the first locations;
a display configured to display, on the lock screen, a first level of a
menu interface, the first level comprising a first plurality of menu items
respectively displayed at the plurality of locations on the lock screen,
and display at the plurality of locations other than the first location, in

response to the touch input, a second level of the menu interface, the
second level comprising a second plurality of menu items included in a

first menu item, from among the first plurality of menu items, displayed
at the first location; and

a controller configured to perform, in response to the received first drag
input, a function corresponding to a second menu item, from among the

second plurality of menu items, displayed at the second location.
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